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NOISY POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION MODULO PRIME
POWERS
MAREK KARPINSKI AND IGOR E. SHPARLINSKI
Abstract. We consider the noisy polynomial interpolation prob-
lem of recovering an unknown s-sparse polynomial fpXq over the
ring Zpk of residues modulo p
k , where p is a small prime and k is
a large integer parameter, from approximate values of the residues
of fptq P Zpk . Similar results are known for residues modulo a
large prime p , however the case of prime power modulus pk , with
small p and large k , is new and requires different techniques. We
give a deterministic polynomials time algorithm, which for almost
given more than a half bits of fptq for sufficiently many randomly
chosen points t P Z˚
pk
, recovers fpXq .
1. Introduction
There is a long history and very extensive literature dedicated to
algorithms on polynomials in finite fields, see, for example [12]. More
recently, there was also increasing interest to algorithms for polynomi-
als over residue rings, especially in residue rings modulo prime powers,
see [5, 9, 10, 13, 17, 19, 31] and references therein. Here we continue
this directions and consider the noisy polynomial interpolation problem
modulo prime powers which is analogue to the same problem in finite
fields [28, 30], which in turn is an extension of the hidden number
problem of Boneh and Venkatesan [2, 3].
To be more precise, for an integer m we denore by Zm “ Z{mZ the
residue ring modulo an integer m ě 1, and by Z˚m the group of units
of Zm .
Then the noisy polynomial interpolation problem is the problem of
finding an unknown s-sparse polynomial
(1.1) fpXq “
sÿ
j“0
ajX
ej P ZmrXs,
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with monomials of degrees es ą . . . ą e1 ě 1 from approximations to
the values of fptq (treated as integers from the set t0, 1, . . . , m ´ 1u)
at polynomially many points t P Zm selected uniformly at random.
Several problems of this type are related to the so-called hidden num-
ber problem introduced by Boneh and Venkatesan [2, 3], which corre-
sponds to a linear polynomial fpXq “ aX with unknown a, and have
already been studied intensively due to their cryptographic relevance,
see the survey [29]. For sparse polynomials this problem has been stud-
ied in [28,30], for some recent modifications motivated by cryptographic
applications, see [11].
More precisely for integers u and m ě 1 we denote by tuum the
remainder of s on division by m.
Furthermore. for integers s, m ě 1 and a real η ě 0 we denote by
MSBη,mpsq any integer u such that
(1.2) |tsum ´ u| ď m{2
η`1.
Roughly speaking, MSBη,mpzq gives η most significant bits of the re-
mainder on division of z by m. However, this definition is more flexible
and suits better our purposes. In particular we remark that η in the
inequality (1.2) is not necessary an integer.
The sparse polynomial noisy interpolation problem is the problem of
finding a polynomial fpXq P Zm{rXs of the form (1.1) with known
exponents e1, . . . , es and unknown coefficients a1, . . . , as P Zm . from
approximate values of tfptqum at polynomially many points t P Zm
selected uniformly at random. We remark that we always assume that
the exponents es, . . . , e1 are positive since if η is not very small, it is
impossible to distinguish between fpXq and fpXq ` 1.
Here we are interested in the setting where the modulus m “ pk is
a large power of a fixed prime, for example m “ 2k , while previous
works [2, 3, 11, 28–30], address the case when m “ p is a large prime.
In the case of m “ pk , we use the ideas of [28, 30] combined with new
number theoretic tools, coming from [27], and give a polynomial time
algorithm provided that for each t a little bit more than a half of bits
of MSBη,pkpfptqq is given.
We note that algorithm itself is deterministic, and the only ran-
domness is in the choice of the points evaluation points t, while the
consecutive computation is deterministic.
2. Our results
Throughout the paper, the implied constants in the symbols ‘O ’,
‘! ’ and ‘" ’ may occasionally, where obvious, depend on the degrees of
the polynomials involved and on the real parameter ε and are absolute,
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otherwise. We recall that the notations U “ OpV q, U ! V and V " U
are all equivalent to the assertion that the inequality |U | ď c|V | holds
for some constant c ą 0 on the prime p.
It is also convenient to define log z as the binary logarithm of real
z ą 0.
We always assume that
n “ rk log ps
is the bit length of the modulus q “ pk .
Our result depends on the p-divisibility of the following determinant,
formed by binomial coefficients
∆pe1, . . . , esq “ det
¨
˝
`
e1
1
˘
, . . . ,
`
es
1
˘
. . . , . . . , . . .`
e1
s
˘
, . . . ,
`
es
s
˘
˛
‚“ sź
i“1
ei
i!
ź
1ďiăjďs
pej ´ eiq.
Finally, for an integer a ‰ 0 we denote by ordpa the p-adic order of
a, that is, the largest integer α with pα | a and by
}a}p “ p
´ordpa
the p-adic valuation of a.
Theorem 2.1. Let q “ pk be a sufficiently large n-bit power of a fixed
prime p and let s ě 1 be a fixed integer. Assume that for the integers
1 ď e1 ă . . . ă es ă q and real η we have
(2.1) }∆pe1, . . . , esq}p ě q
´1{2`2ε and η ě p0.5` εqn,
for some fixed ε ą 0. Then there exists a deterministic polynomial
time algorithm A such that for any polynomial fpXq P ZqrXs of the
form (1.1), given 2d integers
(2.2) ti and wi “ MSBη,q pfptiqq , i “ 1, . . . , d,
where
d “
P
2sps` 1qε´1
T
,
its output satisfies
Pr
t1,...,tdPFp
“
A pt1, . . . , td;w1, . . . , wdq “ pa1, . . . , asq
‰
ě 1´ 1{q
if t1, . . . , td are chosen uniformly and independently at random from
Z˚q .
Analysing the proof of Theorem 2.1 one easily see that the value of d
can be reduced a little bit and in fact any value d ą s2ε´1 is suitable.
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3. Congruences with sparse polynomials
For a polynomial F P ZmrXs in a residue ring modulo m ě , and
integers a and h, we denote by NF pa, h;mq the numbber of solutions
to the congruence
(3.1) F pxq ” u pmod mq, x P Z˚m, u P ta ` 1, . . . , a` hu.
A natural and powerful tool to estimate NF pa, h;mq is given by
bounds on exponential sums
SpF,mq “
mÿ
x“1
gcdpx,mq“1
empF pxqq,
where
empzq “ expp2piiz{mq.
In fact a bound on such sums for a sparse polynomial F as in (1.1)
has been given in [27, Theorem 1], which however requires that the
deg f is bounded (independently of q ) and thus makes it is very re-
strictive for our applications. Bourgain [4] has given different versions
of this result and relaxed the condition of deg f however the corre-
sponding bounds are weaker.
Here exploit the fact that the results and method of [27] allow us
to obtain a bound on NF pa, h; qq which depends on p-divisibility of
∆pe1, . . . , esq (which controls p-adic properties of the differences be-
tween exponents e1, . . . , en ) rather than on deg f “ maxte1, . . . , enu.
First we need a slightly modified and explicit version of a result
from [27].
Lemma 3.1. Let q “ pα be a power of a fixed prime p and let
F pXq “
sÿ
j“1
AjX
ej P ZqrXs
be a polynomial such that
gcdpA1, . . . , As, pq “ 1 and es ą . . . ą e1 ě 1.
Then
|SpF, qq| ď pρ{sq1´1{s`op1q, as q Ñ8,
where
ρ “ ordp∆pe1, . . . , esq.
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Proof. We essentially follow the proof of [27, Lemma 5] and trace the
dependence on ρ. In particular, as in [27] we fix some ε ą 0 and define
β “ tαεu` 1 and define the integer m by the inequalities
βm ă α ă βpm` 1q.
Let us also define the following differential operators
Dν “
1
ν!
¨
dν
dxν
ν “ 0, 1, . . . .
Finally, let
ϑx “ maxtβpν ´ 1q ` ordpDνF pxq : ν “ 1, . . . , mu.
By [27, Lemma 52], the inequality
ϑx ď ρ` βpν ´ 1q
holds, provided gcdpx, pq “ 1.
Then by [27, Equation (6)] we have
(3.2) |SpF, qq| ď
pβÿ
x“1
gcdpx,pq“1
|σpxq| ,
where
σpxq “
pα´βÿ
x“1
gcdpx,pq“1
eq
˜
mÿ
ν“1
pβpν´1qyνDνF pxq
¸
.
We can certainly assume that α is large enough (in terms of ε) and
thus we are in the case α ´ β ą 1 of the proof of [27, Lemma 5]. In
this case, by [27, Equation (8)], we have
σpxq “ O
`
pαp1´1{sq
˘
provided that ρ is fixed. We now trace the dependence on ρ, which is
explicit in the proof of [27, Lemma 5] till the very last step.
More precisely, it is shown in the proof of [27, Lemma 5] that for
ϑx ě α ´ β we have
|σpxq| ď pρ`βps´1q.
Hence we see from (3.2) that the total contribution to the bound on
|SpF, qq| from all such values of x, which we denote by Σ1 , is at most
(3.3) Σ1 ď p
βpρ`βps´1q “ pρ`βs ď pρ`εαs`s.
Furthermore, in the case when ϑx ă α ´ β it is shown in the proof
of [27, Lemma 5] that for some constant c which depends only on t
and m (and thus only on t and ε)
|σpxq| ď cpϑx`pα´β´ϑxqp1´1{sq
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and also that the exponent satisfies the inequality
ϑx ` pα´ β ´ ϑxqp1´ 1{sq ď ρ{s ` αp1´ 1{sq.
Hence we see from (3.2) that the total contribution to the bound on
|SpF, qq| from all such values of x, which we denote by Σ2 , is at most
(3.4) Σ2 ď cp
βpρ{s`αp1´1{sq ď cpρ{s`αp1´1{tsq`εα.
Combining (3.3) and (3.4) we see from (3.2) that
|SpF, qq| ď Σ1 ` Σ2 ď p
ρ`εαs`s ` cpρ{s`αp1´1{tsq`εα.
Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary, this implies that
|SpF, qq| ď pρqop1q ` cpρ{sq1´1{s`op1q “ q1`op1q
´
pρ{q ` ppρ{qq1{s
¯
as q Ñ 8 . Clearly this bound is only nontrivial for pρ{q ă 1, in
which case the second term always dominates and the desired bound
follows. [\
Combining Lemma 3.1 with the classical Erdo˝s–Tura´n inequality
(see, for example, [8, Theorem 1.21]) , which links the irregularity of
distribution of sequences to exponential sums, we immediately derive
that NF pa, h; qq is close to its expected value
h
ϕpqq
q
“ h
p ´ 1
p
,
where ϕpqq is the Euler function. More precisely, we recall that the
discrepancy DpNq of a sequence in ξ1, . . . , ξN P r0, 1q is defined as
∆N “ sup
0ďαăβď1
|#t1 ď n ď N : ξn P rα, βqu ´ pβ ´ αqN | ,
where #S denotes the cardinality of S (if it is finite), see [8] for back-
ground.
By the classical Erdo˝s–Tura´n inequality (see, for instance, [8, Theo-
rem 1.21]) we have.
Lemma 3.2. Let ξn , n P N, be a sequence in r0, 1q. Then for any
H P N, we have
DN ď 3
˜
N
H ` 1
`
Hÿ
h“1
1
h
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Nÿ
n“1
expp2piihξnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
¸
.
We now interpret the congruence (3.1) as a condition on the frac-
tional parts tF pxq{qu to fall in a certain interval of a unit torus R{Z –
r0, 1q of length h{q . This immediately implies the desired result.
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Lemma 3.3. Let q “ pα be a power of a fixed prime p and let
F pXq “
eÿ
j“1
AjX
ej P ZqrXs
be a polynomial such that
gcdpA1, . . . , As, pq “ 1 and es ą . . . ą e1 ě 1.
Then ˇˇˇ
ˇNF pa, h; qq ´ hp´ 1p
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď pρ{sq1´1{s`op1q as q Ñ 8,
where
ρ “ ordp∆pe1, . . . , esq.
Finally, it is convenient to have an upper bound on NF pa, h; qq for
polynomials with non-necessary co-prime with p coefficients. Namely
if for F as in Lemma 3.3 we have
gcdpA1, . . . , As, pq “ D
then provided h ď q{D we have
(3.5) NF pa, h; qq “ DND´1F pa, h; q{Dq.
Corollary 3.4. Let q “ pα be a power of a fixed prime p and let
F pXq “
sÿ
j“1
AjX
ej P ZqrXs
be a polynomial such that
gcdpA1, . . . , As, qq “ D and es ą . . . ą e1 ě 1.
Then
NF pa, h; qq ď Dh` p
ρ{sD1{sq1´1{s`op1q, as q Ñ8,
where
ρ “ ordp∆pe1, . . . , esq.
Note that in Corollary 3.4 we have abandoned the condition h ď q{D
which is needed for (3.5) as for h ą q{D its bound is trivial.
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4. Background on lattices
As in [2, 3], and then in [28, 30], our results rely on some lattice
algorithms. We therefore review some relevant results and definitions,
we refer to [7, 15, 16] for more details and the general theory.
Let tb1, . . . ,bNu be a set of N linearly independent vectors in R
N .
The set of vectors
L “
#
z : z “
Nÿ
i“1
cibi, c1, . . . , cN P Z
+
is called an s-dimensional full rank lattice.
The set tb1, . . . ,bNu is called a basis of L .
The volume of the parallelepiped defined by the vectors b1, . . . ,bN
is called the volume of the lattice and denoted by VolpLq. Typically,
lattice problems are easier when the Euclidean norms of all basis vectors
are close to VolpLq1{N .
Let }z} denote the standard Euclidean norm in RN .
One of the most fundamental problems in this area is the closest
vector problem, CVP: given a basis of a lattice L in RN and a tar-
get vector u P RN , find a lattice vector v P L which minimizes the
Euclidean norm }u ´ v} among all lattice vectors. It is well know
that CVP is NP-hard when the dimension N Ñ 8 (see [21–25] for
references).
There several approximate algorithms to find vectors in lattices which
are close to a given target vector r “ pr1, . . . , rNq P R
N , see [1, 18, 26]
which build on the classical lattice basis reduction algorithm of Lenstra,
Lenstra and Lova´sz [20], we also refer to [22–25] for possible improve-
ments and further references.
However, it is important to observe that in our case, the dimension of
the lattice is bounded so we can use one of the deterministic algorithms
which find the closest vector exactly. For example, we appeal to the
following result of Micciancio and Voulgaris [21, Corollary 5.6].
Lemma 4.1. Assume that we are given a basis of a lattice L, which con-
sists of vectors of rational numbers b1, . . . ,bN P Q
N and a vector r P
QN such that their numerators and denominators of b1, . . . ,bN , r are
at most n-bits long. There is a deterministic algorithm which for a fixed
N , in time polynomial in n, finds a lattice vector v “ pv1, . . . , vNq P L
satisfying the inequality
}v ´ r} “ min t}v ´ z} : z P Lu .
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5. Lattices and polynomial approximations
Let e “ pe1, . . . , esq.
For t1, . . . , td P Zq , we denote by Le,q pt1, . . . , tdq the pd`sq-dimensi-
onal lattice generated by the rows of the following pd`sqˆpd`sq-matrix
(5.1)
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
q 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 q . . . 0 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . q 0 . . . 0
te11 t
e1
2 . . . t
e1
d 1{2
n`1 . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
tes1 t
es
2 . . . t
es
d 0 . . . 1{2
n`1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
The following result is a generalization of several previous results of
similar flavour obtained for a large prime number q “ p, see [2,28,30].
Lemma 5.1. Let q “ pk be a sufficiently large n-bit power of p and let
s ě 1 be a fixed integer. We assume that the conditions (2.1) hold and
define
d “
P
sps` 1qε´1
T
.
Let fpXq P ZqrXs be a polynomial of the form (1.1) with known expo-
nents 1 ď e1 ă . . . ă es ă q , given 2d integers of the form (1.1) with
known exponents 1 ď e1 ă . . . ă es ă q . Assume that t1, . . . , td P Zq
are chosen uniformly and independently at random. Then with proba-
bility P ě 1´ 1{q for any vector u “ pu1, . . . , ud, 0, . . . , 0q with˜
dÿ
i“1
´
tfptiquq ´ ui
¯2¸1{2
ď 2´ηq,
all vectors
v “ pv1, . . . , vd, vd`1, . . . , vd`sq P Le,q pt1, . . . , tdq
satisfying ˜
dÿ
i“1
pvi ´ uiq
2
¸1{2
ď 2´ηq,
are of the form
v “
¨
˝[ sÿ
j“1
bjt
ej
1
_
q
, . . . ,
[
sÿ
j“1
bjt
ej
d
_
q
, b1{2
k`1, . . . , bs{2
k`1
˛
‚
with some integers bj ” aj pmod qq, j “ 1, . . . , s.
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Proof. As in [2] we define the modular distance between two integers
β and γ as
dist qpβ, γq “ min
bPZ
|β ´ γ ´ bp|
“ min
!
tβ ´ γuq , q ´ tβ ´ γuq
)
.
Let Pf denote the set of q
s ´ 1 polynomials
gpXq “
sÿ
j“1
bjX
ej P ZqrXs
with g ‰ f .
For a polynomial g P Pf we denote by P pgq the probability that
(5.2) dist qpfptq, gptqq ď 2
´η`1q,
for t P Z˚q selected uniformly at random. To estimate P pgq we consider
the polynomial
(5.3) F pXq “ fpXq ´ gpXq “
sÿ
j“1
AjX
ej P ZqrXs.
Clearly, F pXq is not identical to zero in Zq . Hence, if (5.2) is possible
for some t P Z˚q , then for
D “ gcdpA1, . . . , As, qq
we have
(5.4) D ď 2´η`1q.
We now set
(5.5) a “ ´
X
2´η`1q
\
and h “ 2
P
2´η`1q
T
` 1.
We see from Corollary 3.4 that
P pgq “
1
ϕpqq
NF pa, h; qq ď
1
ϕpqq
`
Dh` pρ{sD1{sq1´1{s`op1q
˘
.
Hence, recalling the bound (5.4) and the choice of h in (5.5) we obtain
P pgq ! 2´2ηq ` pρ{s2´η{sqop1q.
Recalling the inequalities (2.1), we obtain
2´2ηq ! 2n´2η ! 2´2εn ! q´2ε
and
pρ{s2´η{s ! qp1{2´2εq{s2´η{s ď 2np1{2´2εq{s´η{s ď 2´εn{s ! q´ε{s.
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Hence for any fixed δ ă ε{s, for example, for δ “ ε{ps` 1q, we have
P pgq ď q´δ,
provided that q is large enough.
Therefore, for any g P Pf ,
Pr
“
Di P r1, ds | dist qpgptiq, fptiqq ą 2
´η`1p
‰
“ 1´ P pgqd ě 1´ q´δd,
where the probability is taken over t1, . . . , td P Zq chosen uniformly
and independently at random.
Since #Pf “ q
s ´ 1, taking
d “ rs{δs “
P
sps` 1qε´1
T
we obtain
Pr
“
@g P Pf , Di P r1, ds | dist qpgptiq, fptiqq ą 2
´η`1q
‰
ě 1´ pqs ´ 1qq´δd ą 1´ 1{q,
provided that q is large enough.
The rest of the proof is essentially identical to the proof of [2, The-
orem 5], see also the proof of [28, Theorem 8]. Indeed, we fix some
integers t1, . . . , td with
(5.6) min
gPPf
max
iPr1,ds
dist qpgptiq, fptiqq ą 2
´η`1q.
Let v P Le,q pt1, . . . , tdq be a lattice point satisfying˜
dÿ
i“1
pvi ´ uiq
2
¸1{2
ď 2´ηq.
Clearly, since v P Le,q pt1, . . . , tdq , there are some integers β1, . . . , βs
and z1, . . . , zd such that
v “
˜
sÿ
j“1
βjt
ej
1 ´ z1q, . . . ,
sÿ
j“1
βjt
ej
d ´ zdq, β1{2
k`1, . . . , βs{2
k`1
¸
.
If βj ” αj pmod qq, j “ 1, . . . , s, then for all i “ 1, . . . , d we have
sÿ
j“1
βjt
ej
i ´ ziq “
[
sÿ
j“1
βjt
ej
i
_
q
“ tfptiquq,
since otherwise there is i P r1, ds such that |vi ´ ui| ą 2
´ηq .
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Now suppose that βj ı αj pmod qq for some j P r1, ss . In this case
we have˜
dÿ
i“1
pvi ´ uiq
2
¸1{2
ě min
iPr1,ds
dist q
˜
sÿ
j“1
βjt
ej
i , ui
¸
ě min
iPr1,ds
dist q
˜
fptiq,
sÿ
j“1
βjt
ej
i
¸
´ dist q pui, fptiqq
ą 2´η`1q ´ 2´ηq “ 2´ηq,
that contradicts our assumption. As we have seen, the condition (5.6)
holds with probability exceeding 1´ 2´η and the result follows. [\
6. Proof of Theorem 2.1
As in all previous works, we follow the same arguments as in the
proof of of [2, Theorem 1] which we briefly outline here for the sake
of completeness. We refer to the first d vectors in the matrix (5.1) as
q -vectors and we refer to the other s vectors as power-vectors.
We recall (2.2) and consider the vector
w “ pw1, . . . , wd, wd`1, . . . , wd`sq
where
wd`j “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , s.
We can certainly assume that
η ď n
as otherwise the result is trivial. Then multiplying the j th power-
vector of the matrix (5.1) by αj and subtracting a certain multiple of
the j th q -vector, j “ 1, . . . , s, we obtain a lattice point
uf “ pu1, . . . , ud, α1{2
n`1, . . . , αs{2
n`1q P Le,q pt1, . . . , tdq
such that
|ui ´ wi| ă q2
´η´1, i “ 1, . . . , d` s,
where ud`j “ αj{2
n`1 , j “ 1, . . . , s. Therefore,
d`sÿ
i“1
pui ´ wiq
2 ď pd` sq2´2η´2q2.
We can assume that q is large enough so that s ď n. Therefore
d` s “ Opnq. Now we can use Lemma 4.1 to find in polynomial time
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a lattice vector v “ pv1, . . . , vd, vd`1, . . . , vd`sq P Le,q pt1, . . . , tdq such
that
dÿ
i“1
pvi ´ wiq
2 “ min
#
d`sÿ
i“1
pzi ´ wiq
2
, z “ pz1, . . . , zd`sq
+
ď pd` sq2´2η´2q2 ď 2´2η0´2q2,
provided that q is large enough, where
η0 “ p0.5` ε{2qn.
Applying Lemma 5.1 with η0 in place of η , and thus with ε{2 in place
of ε we see that v “ uf with probability at least 1´1{q , and therefore
the coefficients of f can be recovered in polynomial time.
7. Comments
It seems like a natural idea to classify polynomials g P Pf in the proof
of Theorem 2.1 depending on the size of D “ gcdpA1, . . . , As, qq where
A1, . . . , As are as in (5.3), instead of using the worst case bound (5.4)
We can then take into account that for a given D “ pr there are at
most pq{prqs polynomials g P Pf with this values of D . Unfortu-
nately, this approach may only help to reduce slightly the value of d
in Theorem 2.1, which is not optimised anyway.
We remark that here we essentially consider the interpolation prob-
lem when the value of a polynomial f are corrupted by an additive
noise. That is, for any t P Z˚q we are given fptq ` ϑ for some ϑ P Zq
which is not too large. For a large prime q “ p, in [14] the case of mul-
tiplicative noise has been studied, where for any t P Z˚q we are given
the residue modulo q of ρfptq for some rational ρ with not too large
numerator and denominator.
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